
A Pioneers Set supplement for History Maker Golf  

Pre-Great War Edition II 

I have been having a blast re-playing turn-of-the-last-century Open Championships 
with British greats from the Pioneers Set of History Maker Golf.  There have been some 
fantastic final round finishes.  This is truly a special game. 

Match play was an important part of Pre-Great War golf and is fun to re-create using 
HMG.  One of the most prestigious professional tournaments at the time was the News 
of the World Match Play tournament, established in 1903.  If you’re looking to put your 
British Pioneers through their paces, this is another excellent way to do it. 

The tournaments were not held on the links courses found in the Open rotation.  
Instead, inland English courses were used.  Two of the courses that were heavily 
featured in the News of the World Match Play championship were jewels of English 
heathland golf— Sunningdale’s Old Course and Walton Heath’s Old Course.  To this 
day, they consistently rank among the best courses in England and continue to host 
big events. 

When you play these courses, you will see the unique challenges of heathland golf.  
Their course control scores are about average (3.0).  However, the penalties can be 
severe for missing the fairways.  Playing from the heather is bad enough, but playing 
from a heathered bunker?  Even on cordial holes, the possibility of putting poorly is 
unusually high.   

I’d like to give another warm thank you to Gideon Eames for reviewing this set and 
o"ering his comments.  The cards are better for his input. 



Historical Scenarios 

Matches were contested over 18 holes in every round except the Final, which was over 
36 holes.  Of all of the golfers in the Pioneers set, these competed in the News of the 
World Match Play tournament between 1903 and 1913: 

J Braid 

JH Taylor 

S Herd 

H Vardon 

T Ray 

J Hutchison 

W Fernie 

A Massy 

W Park Jr 

The 1903 News of  the World Match Play tournament - Sunningdale Golf  Club 

JH Taylor faced Sandy Herd in a quarterfinal match with James Braid facing the winner 
in the Semi-finals.  In the meantime, Ted Ray has dominated his end of the draw and 
awaits Braid, Taylor or Herd in the inaugural tournament’s Final. 

The 1905 News of  the World Match Play tournament - Walton Heath Golf  Club 

Harry Vardon, James Braid, Jock Hutchison and JH Taylor all made it to the Second 
round.  Though they did not play each other in the tournament, what would have 
happened if they had faced o" in the Semi-finals? 

The 1907 News of  the World Match Play tournament - Sunningdale Golf  Club 

The strongest Semi-final field to date.  Ted Ray played James Braid, while JH Taylor 
opposed Harry Vardon for a place in the Final.  Can James Braid win his third News of 
the World Match Play trophy? 

The 1911 News of  the World Match Play tournament - Walton Heath Golf  Club 

James Braid makes his fourth appearance in the Final, where he awaits the winner of 
the Ted Ray-Harry Vardon Semi-Final. 

The 1912 News of  the World Match Play tournament - Sunningdale Golf  Club 

Harry Vardon and Sandy Herd meet in the Third round of the tournament.  One of 
them should be able to continue through the Fourth round and into the Final, where 
Ted Ray awaits.  Will Harry Vardon be able to repeat history and win his first News of 
the World Match Play title?


















